Release Notes for 7.0.12087
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

AR

Fix

Inactive A/R customers could unexpectedly get a new statement generated if an old archived
payment had never appeared on a statement

SPOT

Coupons

Change

Allow combining discount group and auto award (e.g., click-to-redeem)
If SPOT is configured so that coupons override discounts when both are present, the
discount will still be active until the coupon has value.

SPOT

General

New
Feature

As a SPOT user I want to email and export item images captured using SPOTtrac
Added ability to save HSL Photos from SPOT to the user's PC, or to email to the customer.
Also added an HSL Photos button to Item View to quickly access this feature.

Settings/Required Changes

Store Settings > Email Settings > HSL
Photo
The following extra email tokens are
available in addition to the usual
customer-related tokens:
@HSLID > The HSL number
@HSLPHOTODATE > The date the
photo was uploaded
@HSLCOMMENT > The comment
entered with the photo, if any
@HSLCLERK > The clerk that took the
photo
@HSLPHOTO > The photo itself
(resized to 1024x786 pixels if larger)

SPOT

HSL

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Add a HSL search when in Customer View
Added a Quick Search box to Customer View > Details > Heat Seal Items. As you type
characters from the Tracking ID (Heatseal number) the HSL Items list will position at the first
Tracking ID starting with those characters.

SPOT

Markin

Addition to
Existing
Feature

API - Change Locker Special Instructions to also show up at the time of Detail
Locker dropoff instructions are now appearing consistently when detailing after a locker
dropoff event.

SPOT

Notification
Center

Fix

Location Settings > Company > Store Groups will no longer allow adding a store to multiple
groups in the same context, which is an incorrect configuration of the groups feature.

SPOT

Notification
Center

Fix

Route cancellations that are not tied to a specific route did not show in the Notification
Center or Customer View Route tab

SPOT

Pickup

Change

In pickup, cancel now allowed of a price later order selected by mistake.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed a problem in the Route Trend report that caused some customers to display as static
(S) instead of dynamic (D).

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Route Reminder report was not showing route names or correct stop numbers for customers
on service plans

SPOT

Reports

Change

Gift Cards - Sold to also show "increment" operations (value added)
The "Gift Cards - Sold" report now also shows when existing cards are incremented in value.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

A "Gift Card Summary" section has been added to the "Cashout Summary (By Date)" report,
which shows gift cards sold, incremented, adjusted, and redeemed.

SPOT

Routes

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Surface Delivery Verification Photo in SPOT RouteTrac view
New ViewPics button in Menu>Delivery>RouteTrac which enables you to view images taken
on the route trac device in a thumbnail viewer. A new column "image" will indicate if there
are images on file.

SPOT

Timeclock

Change

SPOT will now remove a timeclock entry upon clock out that would result in the same clock
in and out time after rounding is considered. A message appears to the user and the
removal is logged. Previous timeclock entries with the same in and out time have been
removed from the Time Clock Employee Detail report.

SPOT

Uncategorized

Fix

Invalid email addresses were being generated in the RMDC export file if the pickup clerk has
a space in their first or last name, which meant that no employee information was sent to
the end customer.

SPOT Scheduler

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Exclude VIP/Drop-off bags from Order Ready and Aged Inventory Notifications
Items in price tables can now be flagged to "Exclude From Notifications". If an order consists
of only such items (such as a VIP bag), it will not be considered when sending Order Ready
notifications.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Change

SPOT - Reviewed and revised the duplicate-transaction metrics to enhance the reliability of
trapping duplicate card transactions

SPOT

Credit Cards

Change

Minor revisions for Windcave token processing in SPOT client

SPOT

General

Change

Add locker events to RouteTrac screen in SPOT (frmAirClic)
Added - SPOT - Locker events to SPOT RouteTrac view

API

General

Fix

Fixed - CC3/MDC - Route/Service Plan visit requests from non-route customers are not
functioning correctly

API

General

Fix

Fixed - CC3/MDC - Don't set route on signup if the new customer is not delivery

API

General

Fix

Fixed - API - Pivotal CC interface fails if certs are not explicitly set in profile or system
settings

CoreApp\SPOTTrac

General

Fix

SPOTTrac - Rack step, reject the scan of an assignable bag as a location

CustomerConnect
3.x

General

Change

CC3 - Implement coupon logic to scan promo codes for hidden coupons
Added - CC3 - Logic to scan coupon promo codes for hidden coupons

CustomerConnect
3.x

General

Fix

Fixed - CC3 - Adding an item comment to an order causes an error when attempting to view
an order

CustomerConnect
3.x

General

Fix

Fixed - CC3 - Issue with optional credit card step at Customer Signup

CustomerConnect
3.x

General

Fix

CC3 - “Enforce Manual Route Assignment” setting does not work
Fixed - CC3/MDC - “Enforce Manual Route Assignment” setting does not work

Delivery Console

General

Fix

Fixed - Delcon - 'Google is Not Defined' error

Delivery Console

General

Change

Delcon - "Prepay" and "Print Manifest" options are set to "Yes" by default. The last used
options will be saved/restored per user to/from browser's local storage

Menu>Delivery>RouteTrac>ViewPics

Delivery Console

General

Change

Delcon - The optimization setting is set to "Route Only" by default. The last used option will
be saved/restored per user to/from browser's local storage

Delivery Console

General

Fix

Fixed - Errors while saving service plan stops (multi-customer & hotels)

Delivery Console

General

Change

Delivery Console - Route Plan/Manifest - Locker Pickup Requests and Locker Delivery
Requests are merged on the printed manifest.

Delivery Console

General

Change

DelCon - Address suggestions do not appear to be using Google.
Added - Delcon/Custcon - Google address lookup methods

Delivery Console

General

Fix

Fixed - Delcon - Cosmetic issue with stop selection

Delivery Console

General

Change

DelCon - Added Live View, Session History

Delivery Console

General

Change

Delcon - Stop Details modal to display name and address of Locker Bank

Delivery Console

General

Fix

Fixed - Delcon - When optimizing multiple combined service plans w/Route4Me, if one of
them does not have any stops it generates an error

Delivery Console

General

Change

Route Plan View > Route Plan summary - Ability to view delayed orders similar to the
way we can see not geocoded addresses
Added Stops With Delayed Orders modal.

MDC Mobile

General

Change

MDCM - Improve Connect prompt when selecting store
MDC - Improved Connect prompt when selecting store

MDC Mobile

General

Change

MDCM - Provide visible indication that Promo and Referral Codes are optional
MDC - Added indication that Promo and Referral Codes are optional fields

MDC Mobile

General

Change

MDC - Implement coupon logic to scan promo codes for hidden coupons
Added - MDC - Logic to scan coupon promo codes for hidden coupons

MDC Mobile

General

Change

MDCM/CC3 - Change how Locker logic handles lockers considered to be occupied
CC3/MDC - All lockers are shown to customer except ones which are contains 'Drop-Offs'
added by another customers. New order supersedes old order and old order is removed
from the locker table

MDC Mobile

General

Fix

Fixed - MDC/CC3 - "Locker" signup type should not validate the customer address

RouteTrac Client

General

Change

RTM - Add Notes and Photos to bottom of ALL Stop screens
RTM - Added Notes and Photos to bottom of ALL Stop screens

RouteTrac Client

General

Fix

Fixed - RTM - When we have no connection, attempts to search for customer when bag tag
should time out gracefully...

RouteTrac Client

General

Fix

Fixed - RTM - Show correct mask for user phone (Australia)

RouteTrac Client

General

Fix

Fixed - RTM - Crash at the locker stop (iOS)

RouteTrac Client

General

Fix

RTM - Fixed crash at the locker stop

RouteTrac Client

General

Change

Added - RTM - If a BagScan Source matches a route name, RTM will now designate that
route as the bagscan source, for reporting specifics where bags are coming from

RouteTrac Client

General

Fix

Fixed - RTM customer route notes would not recall from table (they would save, but not be
able to recall later for viewing)

RouteTrac Client

General

Fix

Fixed - RTM - When we DNV a locker, customers with bags get a "zero bags collected"
message

